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Video: Dutch Farmers Rise Up Against Food System ‘Reset’

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, July 13, 2022

The Netherlands intends to halve its nitrogen and ammonia pollution by 2030. To reach that
goal, the Finance and Agriculture Ministry now wants to reduce the number of livestock by
30%. As a result,  many farmers will  be driven out of business. As with current energy
shortages, the resulting reductions in farming are said to be an “unavoidable” part of the
Green Agenda to improve air, soil and water quality.

Handling International Crises: From JFK to Biden

By Rick Sterling, July 13, 2022

Since Biden appointed the chief architect of the Ukraine coup, Victoria Nuland, to be the
third top official at the State Department, one cannot realistically expect a change in policy
from this administration.

Chris Hedges: NATO — The Most Dangerous Military Alliance on the Planet

By Chris Hedges, July 13, 2022

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and the arms industry that depends on it for
billions in profits,  has become the most aggressive and dangerous military alliance on the
planet. Created in 1949 to thwart Soviet expansion into Eastern and Central Europe, it has
evolved into a global war machine in Europe, the Middle East, Latin America, Africa and Asia.

Alert: New York State Sets Dangerous Precedent for Draconian Quarantine Regulations
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By Sara Middleton, July 13, 2022

A sobering precedent is now in force in New York state.  Going far and beyond the official
guidelines from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – that is, stay home and
isolate for 5 to 10 days if you test positive for COVID-19 – the New York governor and those
in her corner want to exert an unimaginable level of control over its free citizens.

Soaring Energy Exports Send Russia’s Account Surplus to Record High

By Julianne Geiger, July 13, 2022

Russia’s account surplus reached a new record for the second quarter, according to data
released by the central bank cited by Bloomberg. The surplus, now more than $70 billion,
comes on the back of surging oil and gas—and other commodities as well—exports, which
outweighed the sanctions placed on the country by Western powers.

Akron, Ohio Declares State of Emergency After the Police Execution of Jayland Walker

By Abayomi Azikiwe, July 13, 2022

Protests have continued in Akron, Ohio after the June 27 police killing of Jayland Walker, 25,
who had 90 bullets fired at him by officers, 60 of those rounds struck the victim. After the
release of a police video of the shooting of Walker, who was unarmed, people poured into
the streets to demand justice for the African American motorist.

Dismantling the U.S. Constitution: Police No Longer Have to Honor “The Right to Remain
Silent”

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, July 13, 2022

Although the Supreme Court stopped short of overturning its 1966 ruling in Miranda v.
Arizona, the conservative majority declared that individuals cannot hold police accountable
for violating their Fifth Amendment right to remain silent.

Vicarious Zeal: Fighting to the Last Ukrainian

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, July 13, 2022

On May  1,  after  travelling  to  Kyiv,  House  Speaker  Nancy  Pelosi  raised  the  colours.  
“America,” she declared with earnestness, “stands with Ukraine until victory is won.”  She
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made little effort to expound on what this would entail, be it the expulsion of Russian forces
from all Ukrainian territory, including Crimea, or the “meat grinder” solution, leaving Kyiv
and Moscow to bleed, weakening the latter and strengthening NATO security over a dead
generation.

European Union Finally Admits COVID-19 Vaccines Destroy Your Immune System

By Arsenio Toledo, July 13, 2022

The  European  Union  (EU)  has  finally  admitted  that  the  Wuhan  coronavirus  (COVID-19)
vaccines destroy the immune system and make people more susceptible not just to COVID
but to all  diseases. According to the European Medicines Agency (EMA), taking booster
doses of the COVID-19 vaccines every four months could weaken the immune system and
tire people out.

Beware the Prophets of Doom – Organic Food, Fertilisers and Fossil Fuels

By Colin Todhunter, July 13, 2022

Much has been written in recent months about supply chain crises stemming from the
conflict  in  Ukraine  and  the  effects  on  gas  and  oil.  Perhaps  up  to  two  thirds  of  the  global
population are reliant on nitrogen-based synthetic fertilisers for much of their food. As a
result, alarm bells have been ringing over fertiliser and food shortages, which will hit the
world’s poorest the worst.
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